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*featuring Sinister Def

[Tung Twista] Yo, Sinister Def
[Sinister Def] Yo, what's up money?
[Tung Twista] Yo, I want you to say your funky flow
style for your single
Uknowmsayin?
[Sinister Def] Indeed, I think I can do that, so what's
up?
[Tung Twista] And ah - I want you to come out Tung
Twistin style for me
[Sinister Def] Yeah, I see what I can do, so ehm - Tung
Twista
[Tung Twista] Yo
[Sinister Def] Check this out

[Sinister Def]
Runnin -
My lyrics are cunnin, vocabulary is stunnin, son of a
gun, and 
I'm rankin at one, makin it fun and takin my gun, and
Loadin, explodin, causin harm, poppin and droppin a
bomb
Breakin it down like Imaam, so be calm, cause see, I'm
The capable, no mistakable, makin the unbreakable
breakable
Able to hook em like cable cause Sinister Def ain't
stable
No deceivin and weavin a web, I be leavin a stain in
your brain and bustin your vein
Pickin and kickin a style I be lickin and shakin and bakin
and makin it rain
Simple and plain, I smoke em like hickory dickory dock,
it's time to clock
So brothers I mop, the bigger they drop, so stop, Tung
Twista, pop

[Tung Twista]
Gotta be that it be lyrical hip-hop
Rockin a rhythm, I never stop-drop, I'm gonna give em
a pop
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Flowin this up and breakin the suckers up off of the mic
and then rip it to shreds
I be kickin and makin the people come off in a rage
And my lyrical magic I'm makin and movin, I label this
funky
Oh, this dope rhythm I throw be pump-pump-pumpin
em up in the mind
And be bringin em up into hypeness
This funky tempo I throw, I know that I be slappin the
dope hypeness up in em 
And then I'ma bend em a lyrical rhythm
I throw with the tongue, be leavin em hung among
This style I be throwin
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